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Paris, France – May 29, 2024 

Eric Salmon & Partners (ESP) is proud to announce the launch of its comprehensive 
Leadership Development Services, designed to accelerate executive and team 
performance at critical business junctures. This new service line reinforces ESP’s 
commitment to fostering transformational leadership and sustainable corporate change. 

With over 30 years of experience in executive search and advisory, Eric Salmon & 
Partners has built a robust reputation for delivering tailor-made human capital solutions 
at the executive level.  

The newly launched Leadership Development Services team is dedicated to supporting 
business transformations by anchoring success in the human side of change. Eric 
Salmon & Partners will further support senior executives and teams in navigating 
complex business environments, enhancing their efficiency, and aligning their leadership 
with organizational goals. 

Key Offerings: 

▪ Executive Coaching: Personalized coaching to help leaders navigate inflection 

points, sharpen their purpose, and deepen trust within their teams. Our coaches 

support executives in articulating strategies and desired mindsets, enabling them 

to lead with greater impact and fulfillment. 



 

About Eric Salmon & Partners:  

Eric Salmon & Partners is a global leadership advisory firm specializing in executive search, 
leadership consulting, and board advisory services. With a presence in Europe and Asia, the firm 
serves clients across diverse industries, helping them navigate complex leadership challenges 
and achieve sustainable growth. 

 

▪ Team Coaching: Transforming groups of individuals into high-performing teams 

by aligning both individual and collective values. Our team coaching journeys 

support executives in fostering deep trust, accountability, and a commitment to 

achieving collective goals. 

▪ Cohort Leadership Programs: Designed to scale human transformation and to 

develop the next generation of business leaders through short, targeted coaching 

sessions combined with intense off-site experiences. Our modular programs 

focus on critical leadership competencies and are tailored to address the specific 

needs of each cohort, ensuring practical and impactful learning. 

 

Why Choose Eric Salmon & Partners? 

▪ Tailor-Made Solutions: Our philosophy is that one size does not fit all. Each 

leadership journey is co-created with clients to meet their unique needs and 

objectives. 

▪ Experienced Coaches: A global community of certified executive and team 

coaches with deep business experience working with senior leaders and top 

teams. 

▪ Holistic Approach: Combining action with awareness, performance with 

compassion, and short-term survival with long-term meaning, we help leaders do 

what is right for all stakeholders. 

▪ Proven Methodologies: We utilize the latest frameworks for team effectiveness 

and adult development to ensure comprehensive and effective leadership 

development. 

 

The launch of the Leadership Development Services marks a significant step in our 

mission to empower leaders and teams to achieve their fullest potential. 
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Contact Information: 

For more information about Eric Salmon & Partners and our Leadership Development 

Services, please visit www.ericsalmon.com or contact: 

 

Pierre Fel 

Consultant, Leadership Development Services 

pfel@ericsalmon.com 

 

Cyril Faure 

Consultant, Leadership Development Services 

cfaure@ericsalmon.com 

 

Concha Quirós 

Group Marketing & Communications 
 
T +44 207 529 1203 

cquiros@ericsalmon.com 
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